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Welcome to Q&A Session #101! I need more questions for future Q&As, so please submit to
wespenre2@gmail.com and put Q&A in the subject line, so I won’t miss your questions. You can
submit multiple questions if you like. Now, here we go:
QUESTION 1: You recently spoke about the Archons going to war against Orion, which is the
universe outside the Matrix. Could you please explain about the Orion that the Orion lines.com
speaks of as the ETs that are abducting and killing humans, i.e., the grey beings that mutilate and
eat humans and are connected to the military Dumbs? It is difficult to separate Orion from the
negative ETs and Orion outside of the Kenoma.
MY COMMENT: This Construct/Matrix is controlled by negative beings who do not have our best
interest in mind, and they need to manipulate us and right out lie to us, when necessary, in order
to stay in control over us. Therefore, most of the things we learn in this Matrix is inverted or reversed.
Orion is the term for the Greater Universe, i.e., the universe outside our Matrix, the Matrix being a
closed system. So, there are only two main places: the Matrix and Orion. So, those who bad-mouth
Orion are bad-mouthing the entire Universe.
The Greys people are talking about are artificial “spacesuits,” you could say. They are made of a
material that can more easily withstand the harsh conditions in “space.” So, certain negative
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entities/souls inhabit these spacesuits when roaming in the Matrix system. They don’t eat or
procreate—they are more like “worker bees” for those higher up in the ET community.
I would say that most alien abductions are done by the Military on behalf of the Khan
Kings/Archons/Sirian Alliance. Very rarely are real ETs involved physically. False memories are then
imprinted into the victim, who thinks they are being abducted by aliens. The Military is doing
experiments for the purpose of the Singularity and because of orders coming from above, so to
speak.
QUESTION 2: Is the Orion Universe located in the subquantum realm from the perspective of the
Kenoma? You mentioned before that Orion is comprised of Dark Matter and Dark Energy.
MY COMMENT: Yes, you could say that. Orion, which is the “real” Universe, to use this term, is
located in the nano world. The stars and galaxies you see in the sky are just 4% of the real universe,
and it’s superimposed in a sense. We are blind to 96% of the Universe, which exists on a nano level.
To be able to see and perceive the entire Universe, i.e., Orion, we need to first leave the Matrix. In
other words, the Greater Universe, Orion, exists on a soul level—the soul being of nano-size.
QUESTION 3: Hypothetically, if all the Archons, including Yaldabaoth, were suddenly
destroyed/terminated permanently right now, what would happen to the Kenoma? Would it be
destroyed suddenly?
MY COMMENT: The Kenoma/solar system would fall apart. The “darkness” here would turn into
light, and our Construct would be absorbed by the Greater Universe. It would once again be part
of the greater landmass, which I call Gaia, on which we, the Namlu’u/Aryan human race
originated in 3D. So, the Kenoma would be destroyed, and everything inside here would be
absorbed, including human bodies. In other words, everybody would experience physical death.
See the Gnostic text, “On the Origin of the World,” and scroll down to the section, “The
Consummation of the Age.” You find this text at gnosis.org. See transcript to this video for exact
URL.1
QUESTION 4: I often hear people in the spiritual arena saying they are from different places like
Arcturus, the Pleiades, or any other star system. It's a little confusing, we are all from source, not
individual places. I get that we spend time in certain places and the memories are strong. Am I
on the wrong track with my thinking?
MY COMMENT: It’s true that we are all ultimately from Source, but we are also individuated units
of consciousness, aka spirited souls. Therefore, souls can originate in different star systems and
asterisms. Usually, soul groups or star races start out being born inside stars/suns. That’s where souls
are born and evolving. I know this is controversial because it does not correspond with mainstream
astronomy and astrophysics, but to understand this better, I suggest reading my Wes Penre Papers
at https://wespenre.com. Then it will make more sense. Nothing is what it seems and what we
have learned in school, etc.

1

http://www.gnosis.org/naghamm/origin-Barnstone.html
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QUESTION 5: Can you please explain the difference between the Patrix/Matrix/Kenoma vs the
Greater Universe? Since the Patrix is equivalent to the solar system or the Seven Heavens, then
what about the star systems in the hands of the AIF that you wrote about in Level 5, are these
conquered asterisms such as Ursa Minor, Hydra, Sirius and Alpha Draconis (Thuban) existing in the
8th heaven? There is no doubly 3-D life in these locations, so is everything that is physical, including
3-D worlds outside the solar system, the physical universe but outside the Patrix? What exactly is
the 4% universe? Can you please elaborate on these things!?
MY COMMENT: Yes, the Patrix, i.e., the Matrix, is an enclosed system in which we are contained at
the moment. In the Gnostic texts, it’s called the Kenoma and comprises the solar system with
Saturn as the 7th Heaven. Outside the 7th Heaven is the 8th Heaven, which would correspond with
Orion in the Wes Penre Papers (WPP). The Kenoma is also the abode of the Archons and certain
star races who serve them.
The 4% Universe is the universe we can see with our eyes and through telescopes, comprising a lot
of star systems and galaxies. It seems like a gigantic universe, but it’s still only 4% of the entire Orion
Universe or Greater Universe, as I sometimes call it. The 96% we cannot perceive of with our limited
3D five senses.
All these star systems we see from Earth are not specifically mentioned in the Gnostic texts, but
they are mentioned in the WPP—particularly in The Fifth Level of Learning. Everything that emits
visible light for us humans (the visible light bandwidth of the electromagnetic spectrum) is of the
4% Universe. The Archons and their Minions do have access to the 4% Universe via us. We
unwittingly provide them with our soul energy, and part of that collective soul energy is made to
energize certain stargates or portals, which the Archontic forces can use to travel to the parts of
Orion/the KHAA that are “lit up,” i.e., the 4% Universe. So, one could say the entire 4% Universe is
part of the Kenoma in a sense. It’s just that it was not mentioned in the Gnostic texts.
QUESTION 6: Eve bore Cain from Yaldabaoth. Then, who is the father of Abel? One of the other
Overlords? Certainly, he did not come from Adam, since he was a hybrid or could I be wrong
here?
MY COMMENT: Yaldabaoth was the father of both Cain and Abel, according to the Gnostic texts.
Seth, the third son, was the first human born from Eve that was not a hybrid.
Please consider helping me to continue doing what I’m doing by supporting me on Patreon at
https://patreon.com/wespenre. I need your support. Thank you very much, and I will talk to you
all very soon. Also make sure to check out my YouTube channel where exclusive videos are and
will be posted. And don’t forget to subscribe…
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